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Some Remarks on the Naya Method*
PIOTR BALCEROWICZ
The most significant and intriguing Jaina contribution to Indian philosophical
heritage is beyond doubt the theory of the multiplexity of reality (anekânta-vâda),
that trifurcates into the method of the four standpoints (nikšepa-vâda, nyâsa-vâda),
the method of the seven-fold modal description (sapta-bhaógî1, syâd-vâda) and the
doctrine of viewpoints (naya-vâda), or the (usually) sevenfold method of
conditionally valid predications. At the same time no other Jaina concept bred so
much controversy as the idea that one and the same sentence can be either true or
false, which seems implied by the admission of the multiplexity.
In the present paper, instead of dealing with the historical development of the
concept of the nayas,2 I wish to clarify the ramifications that were instrumental in
moulding the concept and to analyse internal dependencies within the framework of
the seven viewpoints (naya), and, finally, to briefly propose a certain interpretative
basis for the naya-vâda. A closer look at a sample textual material is imperative, in
so far as it should help the reader assess whether my understanding based on these
*

The main ideas found in this paper appeared for the first time in a succinct form in
Polish in BALCEROWICZ (1994).
1
The term sapta-bhaógî (lit. ‘seven-angled’, ‘seven-twister’) usually refers to syâdvâda, cf. e.g. SVM 24.2–3 (p. 148.2–3): anekântâtmakatvaô ca sapta-bhaógîprarûpaòena sukhôpanneyaô syâd iti sâpi nirûpitâ. However, it may occasionally in
mediaeval period also refer to naya-vâda itself, etc. Thus we can eventually speak of
pramâòa-sapta-bhaógî (which is syâd-vâda), naya-sapta-bhaógî (which is naya-vâda)
and durnaya-sapta-bhaógî; comp. e.g. SBhT, p. 16.1: iyaô ca sapta-bhaógî dvividhâ:
pramâòa-sapta-bhaógî naya-sapta-bhaógî cêti, and ÒC 254ab (p. 128): sattêva huôti
bhaógâ pamâòa-òaya-duòaya-bheda-juttâvi / —‘There are as many as seven conditional
perspectives with divisions with respect to cognitive criteria, viewpoints and defective
viewpoints.’
2
The term is well-attested not only in Jaina Âgamas, but is also well known—in its
not strictly technical meaning—from Pâli commentaries as ‘a method of interpretation’
(e.g. aparo nayo, evam-âdinâ nayena, ti-âdinâ nayena) and other Buddhist sources (e.g.
AN 2.193: naya-hetu). Interestingly enough, in Buddhist sources we also come across
its opposite durnaya, ‘the improper application of exposition’ or ‘misinterpretation’ (e.g.
AN 3.178 or Jâtaka 4.241: dunnaya).
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passages is correct. Otherwise, to indiscriminately speak of the general concept of
t h e Jaina doctrine of viewpoints would, in its hollowness, resemble investigation
of a crow’s teeth (kâka-danta-parîkšâ).
The textual point of reference will be provided by Umâsvâti’s3
Tattvârthâdhigama-bhâšya, Siddhasena Divâkara’s4 Saômati-tarka-prakaraòa,
Akalaóka’s works (Râja-vârttika and Laghîyas-traya), Siddharšigaòi’s
Nyâyâvatâra-vivåti and Mallišeòa’s Syâd-vâda-mañjarî; only occasionally I shall
take recourse to some other Jaina works, and the focus will be more textualphilological, rather than formal-logical.
An ontological assumption underlying the theory of the multiplexity of reality
(anekânta-vâda) in general, and the doctrine of viewpoints (naya-vâda) in
particular, consists in the belief which is supposed to defy all simplistic concepts
ranging from monism and eternalism (advaita) to pluralism and momentariness
(kšaòika-vâda). In other words, the world forms a multifaceted structure, every part
of which enters into specific relations and inter-dependencies with other parts of the
whole. Its make-up is complex enough to allow for a vast range of statements that
can be asserted from various standpoints. The ontological framework is provided by
the concept of substance (dravya), which is characterised simultaneously by
origination (utpâda, udaya), continued existence (sthiti, dhrauvya) and annihilation
(bhaóga, vyaya, apavarga), insofar as it is endowed with qualities (guòa) and
transient modes (paryâya) as well as with directly experienced, though verbally
inexpressible momentary occurrences (vivarta, vartanâ). Any truth-conducive
analysis, which is supposed to map the ontological structure onto epistemologicalconceptual framework, should therefore take into account the individual ontological
context and accompanying circumstances of any phenomenon or entity under
examination. The maxim provides that truth should only be c o m p l e t e truth,
whereas i n c o m p l e t e truth would be but a misnomer for utter falsehood.
However, limitations of practical dealings and verbal communication by necessity
abstract any given thing or facet of reality from a l l its temporal, spatial, causal
and other relations, and emphasise but one aspect, relevant in a given moment.
Due to this infinite manifoldness of inter-dependencies, including various
temporal and spatial perspectives as well as either universal or particular reference,
3

Since there is some controversy as to whether TBh is the auto-commentary of the
author of the Tattvârtha-sûtra, I tentatively— not to predetermine the issue—take TS as
a work by Umâsvâmin and TBh as a commentary by Umâsvâti.
4
Not to be confused with the author of the Nyâyâvatâra, Siddhasena Mahâmati,
who flourished after Dharmakîrti, see: BALCEROWICZ (2000), BALCEROWICZ (2001a:
xxxiv–xxxvii), BALCEROWICZ (2001c) and BALCEROWICZ (forthcoming).
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a vast range of properties, each of them being equally justified, could be predicated
of a given entity with equal right. And that might even lead eventually to seeming
contradictions. The Jainas maintain that such contradictions that ensue from
unconditional assertions standing in opposition to one another can easily be resolved
when individual points of reference for each and every assertion are taken into
consideration.5 Given such ontological presuppositions, the description on the
epistemological level becomes equally complex: each of such dichotomic categories
as big–small, good–bad, existent–nonexistent, true–false, etc., that are mutually
related, when dissociated from its opposite, is false. In other words, each thesis
automatically entails its antithesis, but the model is not dialectical, in so far as the
synthesis remains integrated with the very same scheme and thus contingent upon
its corollaries. To correlate such individual, partial standpoints is the task of the
syâd-vâda method, which systematises possible arrangements of seemingly
contradictory statements. This is evident from such Mallišeòa’s statements as ‘the
method of modal description … consists in all viewpoints’ 6.
Interestingly enough, it is the naya model which the Jainas used to interpret and
incorporate various philosophical theories or worldviews into a consistent holistic
framework, instead of the doctrine of the seven-fold modal description (saptabhaógî, syâd-vâda). Numerous Jaina authors such as Akalaóka, Siddhasena
Divâkara in STP, Siddhasena Mahâmati in his NAV 29, Mallišeòa in SVM 28
correlate particular theories and views represented by particular thinkers and
philosophical schools o n l y under the naya scheme.
On the other hand, ‘the doctrine of the seven-fold modal description’ (saptabhaógî) is primarily discussed in three contexts: that of the triple nature of reality,
which is believed to consist of ‘origination, continuation and decay’, that of the
relation between the universal and the particular (e.g. RVâr 4.42, p. 258–259), and
that of the relationship between the substance and its properties / modes.
Essentially, all the examples of the application of ‘the doctrine of the seven-fold
modal description’ pertain to one and the same problem: how to relate the whole
and its parts, the problem entailed by the question of the relation between
5

TBh 1.35: yathâ vâ pratyakšânumânôpamânâpta-vacanaiÿ pramâòair eko ’rthaÿ
pramîyate sva-višaya-niyamân na ca tâ vipratipattayo bhavanti tadvan naya-vâdâ iti.—
‘Or else, just the way one object is cognised by [various] cognitive criteria—such as
perception, inference, analogy and testimony [imparted] by an authoritative person—and
they become no contradictories (sc. they are not at variance with each other), because
[each of them is] circumscribed to its own province, similar to them are expositions [by
means] of [every conditionally valid] viewpoint.’
6
SVM 19.76, p. 128.24: sarva-nayâtmakena syâd-vâdena…
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permanence and change. This finds corroboration in Hemacandra’s Anya-yogavyavaccheda-dvâtriôœikâ 25 and in Mallišeòa’s Syâd-vâda-mañjarî (SVM 25.31–
36, pp. 152.34–153.4).
Occasionally, to illustrate the principle how such conditionally valid viewpoints
(naya) apply to the real world and how differences between descriptions of one and
the same phenomenon by means of different predications are possible, the Jainas
resort to the simile, well-known in India, the elephant and the blind men, well
known from Udâna 4.4 (pp. 66–69).7 When such partial views are taken
unconditionally (e.g. sad eva8), they are instances of a defective viewpoint
(durnaya) and instantiation of ‘the maxim of the blind people and the elephant’
(andha-gaja-nyâya), known also as ‘the maxim of people who are blind from birth
and the elephant’ (jâty-andha-hasti-nyâya). Also the maxim as an illustration of
philosophical-religious views accepted unconditionally is, as a rule, used in the
context of (dur)−naya-vâda, not syâd-vâda. It occurs twice in Mallišeòa’s Syâdvâda-mañjarî (14.103–104 and 19.75–77), and in both cases in the same context of
durnaya. The first instance is rather obvious: ‘ … Simply by force of extreme
disorientation produced by a d e f e c t i v e v i e w p o i n t , foolish people
deny one [aspect] and establish the other one. This is the maxim of the blind
[people] and the elephant.’9 Mallišeòa’s second instance seems equivocal at first,
because both the notions of naya and of syâd-vâda are found there: ‘ … Because no
entity, which consists in infinite properties cannot be grasped properly without the
method of modal description which consists in all viewpoints, for otherwise that
would lead to the undesired consequence of seizing [merely] sprouts (sc. superficial,

7

It is quite remarkable how widespread in other philosophical and religious schools
than Buddhism the maxim became. Comp. JACOB (1907–1911: I: 3).
8
The gist of the defective viewpoint is its unconditionality, expressed by eva (sad
eva), the proper viewpoint (naya) is indeterminate and ‘open’, non-exclusive (sat),
whereas the modal description expressly avails itself of the modal functor ‘in a certain
sense’ (syât), or ‘somehow’ (kathaôcit). Cf. SVM 28.10–12, p. 159.14–16: durnîtayaœ
ca nayâœ ca pramâòe ca durnîti-naya-pramâòâni taiÿ. kenôllekhena mîyetêty âha sad
eva sat syât sad iti.—‘Defective opinions, viewpoints as well as both cognitive criteria
are [the members of the compound in Hemacandra’s aphorism AYVD 28]; [they are
used there in the instrumental case]. “By what manner of description [a thing] is
cognised [through them]?” It is replied: (1) x is nothing but existent, (2) x is existent,
(3) x is in a certain sense existent.’
9
SVM 14.103–104, p. 88.9–10: kevalaô durnaya-prabhâvita-mati-vyâmoha-vaœâd
ekam apalapyânyatarad vyavasthâpayanti bâliœâÿ. so ’yam andha-gaja-nyâyaÿ.
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deficient cognition) following the maxim of the blind [people] and the elephant.’10
In the latter quotation we encounter, as a matter of fact, a triple-level parallelism:
dharma – vastu, naya – syâd-vâda, and andha-gaja-nyâya – pallava-grahitâprasaóga; in other words, an entity pertaining to its properties, the modal
description pertaining to viewpoints, and the undesired consequence (prasaóga)
pertaining to the maxim (nyâya). Accordingly, a complex entity as a whole (vastu)
is the scope of the comprehensive modal description (syâd-vâda), the defective form
of which is the superficial, deficient cognition (pallava-grahitâ) that grasps only
‘undeveloped’ sprouts, or scanty, partial data. Furthermore, a single property
(dharma) is the scope of an particular viewpoint (naya), the defective form of which
is exemplified by the maxim of ‘the maxim of the blind people and the elephant’,
which is tantamount to durnaya. Thus, Mallišeòa’s both illustrations are consistent
in referring to the idea of the unconditional, defective viewpoint. This additionally
supports the contention that only the (dur)naya model is employed to map
philosophical opinions.
Due to multifaceted circumstances, all assertoric sentences can only be relatively
true:
‘Therefore all viewpoints with no exception are false views [when
strictly] related to their respective spheres (pakša); however, [when
understood] as mutually dependent, they become [viewpoints]
conducive to truth.’ 11
This relativity, however, is not eventually tantamount to professing scepticism,
and the Jainas are quite explicit about that.
The possibility of a t t a i n i n g truth is ensured jointly by the concept of
comprehensive and consistence-based cognitive criteria (pramâòa) and partial,
aspect-qualified viewpoints, as instruments of detailed examination.12 However, the
existence of truth a s s u c h and the possibility that it can become the contents
of cognition is eventually warranted, according to Jaina beliefs, by omniscience
10

SVM 19.75–77, p. 128.23–25: ananta-dharmâtmakasya sarvasya vastunaÿ sarvanayâtmakena syâd-vâdena vinâ yathâvad grahitum aœakyatvât. itarathândha-gajanyâyena pallava-grahitâ-prasaógât.
11
Cf. Siddhasena Divâkara’s statement in STP 1.21:
tamhâ savve vi òayâ micchâ-diþþhî sapakkha-paðibaddhâ /
aòòoòòa-òissiâ uòa havaôti sammatta-sabbhâvâ //
12
TS 1.6: pramâòa-nayair adhigamaÿ—‘The comprehension of [the categories
representing reality, mentioned in TS 1.4,] is [accomplished] through cognitive criteria
and [conditionally valid] viewpoints’. See also n. 19.
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(kevala). The latter assumption led to such paradoxical contentions that ultimately
truth consists of all false statements taken together:
‘[Let there be] prosperity to Jina’s words that are made of an
amassment of false views, that are conducive to immortality, that are
venerable, and lead to the salvific happiness.’ 13
This relativity of every predication and the impossibility of uttering an
unconditionally valid statement about the reality could theoretically lead to two
more—beside scepticism—different approaches. On the one hand, it could be a
reason good enough to dispense with the soundness of the discursive thinking
altogether and, in this way, it would embrace the negative approach of Nâgârjuna
and be reflected in the structure of the tetralemma (catuš-koþi). The dependent
character of every notion and conceptual representation, the ineffable and complex
structuring of reality (prapañca), as it is reflected in the rational and dichotomic
mind, inescapably involves real contradictions (virodha) and antinomies
(prasaóga). On the other hand, the result could as well be an all-inclusive, positive
approach. Two contradictory conclusions derived from one and the same thesis do
not have to falsify the initial thesis, e.g., ‘things arise from a cause’ and ‘things do
not arise from a cause’ do not have to unconditionally negate the discourse about
causality; ‘there is motion’ and ‘there is no motion’; ‘there is time,’ ‘there is a part
and the whole,’ etc. Such two seemingly contradictory conclusions should make us
only perceptive of the fact that they may—and indeed do—pertain to different
contexts. This would be the Jaina approach. Despite this, the Jaina theory of
anekânta-vâda has frequently, and undeservedly, been blamed to disregard the law
of the excluded middle14 or the law of non-contradiction in stronger or weaker
sense15. However, one and the same sentence (p), when negated conditionally (i.e.
13

Siddhasena Divâkara’s concluding verse of STP 3.69:
baddaô micchâ-daôsaòa-samûha-maiyassa amaya-sârassa /
jiòa-vayaòassa bhagavao saôvigga-suhâhigammassa //
14
The criticism concerns especially the conjunction of the first two figures (syâtdescriptions) of the sapta-bhaógî that refer to the predicated object: (1) syâd asti: ‘from
a certain viewpoint, x exists,’ and (2) syâd nâsti: ‘from a certain viewpoint, x does not
exist.’
15
Notably, the violation of the law of contradiction is said, mistakenly as it were, to be
involved in either or both the third and fourth figures of the sapta-bhaógî: (3) syâd asty eva
syân nâsty eva: ‘from a certain viewpoint, x exists and, from a certain viewpoint, x does not
exist’ (wherein two predicated features are claimed to be taken subsequently), and (4) syâd
avaktavyam: ‘from a certain viewpoint, x is inexpressible,’ (two contrary features are
believed to be predicated of a thing in question jointly and simultaneously). Comp.
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with the particle syât—‘from a certain point of view’), yields not a contrary
statement (¬p) in the sense that when combined with the initial statement p is an
application of the law of the excluded middle (p∨¬p), but refers to a different
context, viz., its point of reference of two conjuncts is different. 16
PANDEY (1984: 163): ‘[O]nly that logic is indicated by syâdvâda which challenges the law
of contradiction and gives some truth value to contradictory statements’; BHARUCHA–
KAMAT (1984: 183); MATILAL (1991: 10–11 [13–15]) or GANERI (2002: 9): ‘When talking
about the “law of non-contradiction” in a deductive system, we must distinguish between
two quite different theses: (a) the thesis that “¬ (p & ¬p)” is a theorem in the system, and
(b) the thesis that it is not the case that both “p” and “¬p” are theorems. The Jainas are
committed to the first of these theses, but reject the second. This is the sense in which it is
correct to say that the Jainas reject the “law of non-contradiction”.’
16
GOKHALE (1991: [77]) was right to point out that in case of anekânta-vâda ‘both p
and not-p are true in some respect. But of course the respect in which p is true is
different from the one in which not-p is true. In this way the role of the term syât in syâtstatements is to dissolve the apparent contradiction between statements by pointing out
that the truth of apparently contradictory statements is relative to the respective
standpoints’. The seeming inconsistency between, or contradictoriness of two sentences,
e.g. ‘it (some object) exists’ and ‘it (some object) does not exist’—that are symbolised
as p and ¬p—is due to the fact that what we have is an incomplete statement. To cite an
example attested by textual sources (e.g. JTBh 1.22 § 63):
—‘with respect to substance (S), a given pot x exists as being made of clay’
(AS1x) and ‘with respect to substance (S), a given pot x does not exist as
something made of water’ (¬AS2x),
—‘with respect to place (P), a given pot x exists in the city of Pâþaliputra’
(BP1x) and ‘with respect to place (P), a given pot x does not exist in the
city of Kânyakybja’ (¬BP2x),
—‘with respect to time (T), a given pot x exists in the autumn’ (CT1x) and ‘with
respect to time (T), a given pot x does not exist in the spring’ (¬CT2x),
—‘with respect to condition (C), a given pot x exists as something black’
(DC1x) and ‘with respect to condition (C), a given pot x does not exist as
something red’ (¬DC2x).
Accordingly, the first two conditional statements, as well as their conjunction
should be analysed as a range of indexed predicates:
(1) AS1x, BP1x, CT1x, DC1x, …, and
(2) ¬AS2x, ¬BP2x, ¬CT2x, ¬DC2x, …
Here A, B, C, D, … are predicates indexed with the set of parameters of substance
(dravya) = S, place (kšetra) = P, time (kâla) = T, and condition (bhâva) = C.
In this way, we neither have the case of two inconsistent statements (the adjunction
of) p and ¬p that are both theorems of the system, nor their conjunction p ∧ ¬p, but
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Jaina realism has it that even images in a dream are not purely figments of our
conceptualisation but have some kind of objective basis and rational justification.
By the same token, our statements pertaining to reality are claimed by the Jainas to
possess some truth; however, the infinity of ontological correlations can in no way
be reflected in our language due to its inherent limitations (avadhâraòa)17. That is
why a range of utterances articulated about one and the same object, seemingly
standing in contradiction to each other, may take its various contexts and
ramifications into consideration. Likewise, different points of reference and time of
expression, different intentions and context of apparently one and the same sentence
on the verbal level make it h o m o n y m i c .
The way we deal with cognised objects is reflected in the Jaina scheme of nayas,
and this takes place on the conceptual (svâdhigama, jñânâtmaka), verbal
(parâdhigama, vacanâtmaka) and practical (vyavahâra) level,18 since all these three
are interconnected. A set of conditionally valid viewpoints was not only considered an
ancillary theoretical device, subordinate to the theory of multiplexity of reality, and was
rather two related statements expressed under different circumstances or with relation to
different parameters.
Furthermore, the conjunction of two apparently contradictory statements p & ¬p is
in fact a conjunction, which, having been disambiguated, yields no real contradiction:
(3) AS1x & ¬AS2x, BP1x & ¬BP2x, CT1x & ¬CT2x, DC1x & ¬DC2x, …
17
Cf. NAV 1.9 (p. 17) and NAV 29.28 (p. 472): ‘every sentence functions with a
restriction’—sarvaô vâkyaô (vacanaô) sâvadhâraòaô.
18
This is implied in the passage of RVâr 1.6 (p. 33.11–13): 4. adhigama-hetur
dvividhaÿ. [adhigama-hetur dvividhaÿ] svâdhigama-hetuÿ parâdhigama-hetuœ ca.
svâdhigama-hetur
jñânâtmakaÿ
pramâòa-naya-vikalpaÿ,
parâdhigama-hetur
vacanâtmakaÿ.
tena
œrutâkhyena
pramâòena
syâd-vâda-naya-saôskåtena
pratiparyâyaô sapta-bhaógîmanto jîvâdayaÿ padârthâ adhigamayitavyâÿ.—‘The cause
of comprehension [of the categories representing reality] is two-fold: the cause for one’s
own comprehension and the cause for the other’s comprehension. The cause for one’s
own comprehension consists in cognition [and] is divided into cognitive criterion and
viewpoint, [whereas] the cause for the other’s comprehension consists in statements.
Entities such as living elements etc. that are amenable to the seven-fold description
should be comprehended from every angle by means of the cognitive criterion called
testimony, refined through [the method of the] modal description and through [the
method of] viewpoints.’ Clearly, the idea of svâdhigama-hetu and parâdhigama-hetu
directly corresponds to Siddhasena Mahâmati’s distinction between ‘the sentence for
oneself’ (svârtha-vâkya) and ‘the sentence for others’ (parârtha-vâkya) in NA 10, which
was in its turn influenced by Diónâga’s and Dharmakîrti’s well-known division of
svârthânumâna and parârthânumâna.
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supposed to corroborate the latter, but, from the very beginnings of Jaina epistemology,
it coexisted with cognitive criteria (pramâòa) as an alternative epistemic instrument:
‘All states of [all] substances, that are comprehended by means of all
cognitive criteria, are [equally] capable of being predicated of by
means of all [conditionally valid] viewpoints in a detailed manner.’ 19
Here, we clearly find a conviction that any given utterance functions within its
given individual context and it is only within the confines delineated by this context
that the sentence retains its veracity. The viewpoints (naya) organise the world of
things of our practical dealings, and within their sphere of practical application they
help us determine the truth-value of a proposition by way of its contextualisation
within a given universe of conceivable points of reference. They are not supposed to
contribute anything new to our knowledge,20 as Akalaóka declares: ‘Application of
viewpoints with regard to things cognised by means of cognitive criteria is the basis
of everyday practice.’21 Accordingly, the nayas only s e l e c t i v e l y
(vikalâdeœa) arrange comprehensive data material already acquired22. In the same
spirit, Yaœovijaya defines conditionally valid viewpoints as ‘particular varieties of
cognitive activity that grasp one facet of a real thing, which by its nature has infinite
19

Uttar 28.24:
davvâòa savva-bhâvâ savva-pamâòehi jassa uvaladdhâ /
savvâhi naya-vihîhiô vitthâra-rûi tti nâyavvo //
20
Interestingly, the idea that nayas are clearly distinguished from cognitive criteria,
precisely because they avail themselves of the knowledge already acquired by a
pramâòa, complies with the Mîmâôsaka’s idea that cognitive criterion (pramâòam)
contributes a new element to our cognition, or ‘comprehends a not [yet] comprehended
object’ (anadhigatârthâdhigantå), see ŒBh 1.1.5: autpattikas tu œabdasyârthena
sambandhas tasya jñânam upadeœo ’vyatirekaœ cârthe ’nupalabdhe tat pramâòaô
bâdarâyaòasyânapekšatvât; ŒDî, p. 45: kâraòa-doša-bâdhaka-jñâna-rahitam agåhîtagrâhi-jñânaô pramâòam; MŒV 5.(Våtti-kâra).11ab: sarvasyânupalabdhe ’rthe
prâmâòyam småtir anyathâ /
21
RVâr 1.6 (p. 33.6–7): pramâòa-prakâœitešv arthešu naya-pravåtter vyayahârahetutvâd abhyârhaÿ. yataÿ pramâòa-prakâœitešv arthešu naya-pravåttir vyavahârahetur bhavati ato ’syâbhyarhitatvam.
22
Comp. the unidentified quotation in RVâr 1.6 (p. 33.9–10): sakalâdeœaÿ
pramâòâdhîno vikalâdeœo nayâdhînaÿ—‘Complete account rests on cognitive criteria,
[whereas] incomplete account rests on viewpoints’, as well as LT 62 and LTV ad loc.
(Pravacana-praveœa), pp. 686.2–688.2:
upayogau œrutasya dvau syâd-vâda-naya-saôjñitau /
syâd-vâdaÿ sakalâdeœo nayo vikala-saôkathâ //
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properties [and] which has been discerned by cognitive criterion, [and that] do not
disprove [facets] others than this [one].’ 23
Thus, pramâòas serve as criteria of validity and reliability of our cognition and are
expected to ensure the acquisition of truth, whereas the viewpoints are an attempt to
contextualise any given utterance and determine in which sense it asserts truth.
The process of arrangement and selection is accomplished with the help of
p r o g r e s s i v e indexation, in which each viewpoint (naya) delimits the context
by introducing indices of spatial co-ordinates, temporal factors, linguistic
convention, etc. The idea of the viewpoint (naya) as a device to single out a
particular aspect of an object, viz. its point of reference, is underscored, for instance,
by Siddhasena Mahâmati24 in NA 29: ‘The real thing, whose essence is multiplex,
[forms] the domain of all acts of awareness; an object qualified by [only] one facet
is known as the province of the viewpoint.’ 25
The assumption of the manifold character of reality in which things relate to each
other by an infinite number of relations finds its expression in the conviction that every
situation can be both viewed from infinite angles as well reflected in our language:
infinity of interrelations corresponds to a theoretically infinite number of predications,
each retaining its validity only conditionally, viz. restricted to its particular
perspective.26

23

JTBh 2.1: pramâòa-paricchinnasyânanta-dharmâtmakasya vastuna eka-deœagrâhiòas tad-itaraô sâpratikšepino ’dhyavasâya-viœešâ nayâÿ.
24
See n. 4.
25
NA 29:
anekântâtmakaô vastu gocaraÿ sarva-saôvidâm /
eka-deœa-viœišþo ’rtho nayasya višayo mataÿ //
Cf. STP 1.22–25.
26
This idea is explicitly stated by Siddharšigaòi in NAV 29.12 (p. 440): saôkhyayâ
punar anantâ iti, ananta-dharmatvâd vastunas, tad-eka-dharma-paryavasitâbhiprâyâòâô
ca nayatvât, tathâpi cirantanâcâryaiÿ sarva-saógrâhi-saptâbhiprâya-parikalpanâ-dvâreòa
sapta nayâÿ pratipâditâÿ.—‘According to the number, however, [viewpoints are] infinite,
because the real thing is endowed with infinite properties and because [various] outlooks
confined to [one] property of this [real thing] are viewpoints. Nevertheless, ancient
preceptors taught that there are seven viewpoints, by means of assuming seven outlooks
that collect together all [possible viewpoints].’ The passage is quoted and elaborated in
SVM 28.56–60 (p. 161.11–15): nayâœ cânantâÿ. ananta-dharmatvâd vastunas tad-ekadharma-paryavastitânâô vaktur abhiprayâòâô ca nayatvât tathâ ca våddhâÿ. jâvaiyâ
vayaòa-vaÿa tâvaiyâ ceva hoôti òaya-vâyâ / [STP 3.47ab] iti.
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Usually, but not always, conditionally valid predications are divided into two
major classes: substantial (dravyâstika-naya), or substance-expressive
(dravyârthika-naya), and attributive (paryâyâstika-naya), or mode-expressive
(paryâyârthika-naya)27. Whereas the former emphasises continuity and essential
identity of evolving things, the latter predominantly deals with the mutable
character of phenomena and their transient manifestations and accentuates the
attributive side of reality. Most commonly these two classes of conditionally valid
viewpoints are further subdivided into seven following types 28:

27

Cf., e.g., STP 1.3. Akalaóka (RVâr 1.33, p. 94) has substantial (dravyâstika-naya)
and attributive (paryâyâstika-naya). Kundakunda, e.g. in PSâ 2.22, has: davvaþþhieòa
(dravyârthika) and pajjayaþþhieòa (paryâyârthika), without any further subdivision. It is
well known that Kundakunda (e.g. in SSâ 353) uses also another two-fold classification
of viewpoints, viz. vavahâra (vyavahâra-naya), or empirical, and òicchaya (niœcayanaya), or ultimate, the former not be confused with the vyavahâra-naya of the sevenfold
‘naigamâdi’ classification. This classification in its import goes back to the earlier
Buddhist distinction of the empirical truth (saôvåti-satya, vyavahâra, laukika-satya) and
the ultimate truth (paramârtha-satya), which is already attested in Kathâ-vatthu and
Milinda-pañha, finds its classical expression with Nâgârjuna (e.g. MMK 24.8–9) and is
taken over in such Yogâcâra works as Mahâyâna-sûtrâlaókâra (MSA 11.3) and Uttaratantra (UtT 1.84). On Kundakunda’s vavahâra– òicchaya division see in this volume
Jayandra Soni’s ‘Kundakunda and Umâsvâti on Anekânta-vâda’ (pp. 25–35, esp.
p. 28 ff.), and Christoph Emmrich’s ‘How many times? Pluralism, dualism or monism in
early Jaina temporal description’ (pp. 69–88, esp. p. 71 f.).
28
Cf. STP 1.4–5:
davvaþþhiya-naya-payaðî suddhâ (1) saôgaha-parûvaòâvisao /
paðirûve (2) puòa vayaòa-ttha-nicchao tassa vavahâro //
mûla-nimeòaô (3) pajjava-òayassa ujjusuya-vayaòa-vicchedo /
tassa tu saddâîâ sâha-pasâhâ (4) suhuma-bheyâ (4) // —
—‘The pure nature of the substance-expressive viewpoint is the province of the
description [by means] of the collective [viewpoint]. As regards [its] countertype, in its
turn, the empirical [viewpoint] of this [substance-expressive category consists in] the
determination of the meaning of an utterance. The prime support of the mode[−expressive]
viewpoint is the division of the utterance [expressing] the direct viewpoint. Of this, the
verbal and other [viewpoints] are subtle[r] divisions, [like] branches and twigs.’
[ (1)-(4) Abhayadevasûri’s relevant glosses in STPÞ. ad loc. are quite useful:
(1)
[p. 315.9–10:] suddhâ ity asaókîròâ viœešâsaôsparœavatî. (‘“Pure” means not
mingled, having no association with the particular.’), (2) [p. 316.11–12:] [a]œuddhaô
paðirûvaô … pratirûpaô pratibimbaô pratinidhir iti yâvat (countertype = impure),
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substance-expressive (dravyârthika)
1. comprehensive (naigama)
2. collective (saógraha)
3. empirical (vyavahâra)

mode-expressive (paryâyârthika)
4. direct (åju-sûtra)
5. verbal (œabda)
6. etymological (samabhirûðha)
7. factual (evaô-bhûta, itthaô-bhâva)
Table 1

This scheme, found also in Akalaóka’s Râja-vârttika, is not universally followed
in Jaina literature. For certain reasons (vide infra n. 80) STP does not distinguish
separately naigama-naya and speaks of only six viewpoints.
Furthermore, we find the divisions of dravyârthika-naya and paryâyârthika-naya
neither in the canonical works such as Aòuoga or Þhâòaôga, nor in such relatively
late treatises as TS, TBh, NA or NAV. As against the frequently quoted opinion
(e.g. JAINI (1920: 45 ff.), SCHUBRING (1978: 161, § 76)), they are entirely absent
from TS and TBh. Thus, for instance, TS in TBh-recension subsumes the varieties
of (5), (6) and (7) under the head of œabda-naya (vide infra).
NAV 29 classifies the seven viewpoints into two main divisions slightly differently:
object-bound, operating by means of object speech-bound, operating by means of speech
(artha-dvâreòa [pravåtta])
(œabda-dvâreòa [pravåtta])
5. verbal (œabda)
1. comprehensive (naigama)
6. etymological (samabhirûðha)
2. collective (saógraha)
7. factual (evaô-bhûta)
3. empirical (vyavahâra)
4. direct (åju-sûtra)
(3)

[p. 317.12, 349.2–3:] mûlam âdiÿ ne(òi)meòaô âdhâraÿ, (4) [p. 349.5–6:] œâkhâpraœâkhâ iva sthûla-sûkšmatara-darœitatvât sûkšmo bhedo viœešo yešâô te tathâ.]
See also PALV 6.74, p. 54.7–9: tatra mûla-nayau dvau dravyârthika-paryâyârthikabhedât.
tatra
dravyârthikas
tredhâ
naigama-saógraha-vyavahâra-bhedât.
paryâyârthikaœ caturdhâ åju-sûtra-œabda-samabhirûðhÎvaô-bhûta-bhedât. For the
purely sevenfold division see: AòD 606 (satta mûla-òayâ paòòattâ. taô jahâ—òegame
saôgahe vavahâre ujjusue sadde samabhirûðhe evaôbhûte) = Þhâò 552, as well as
TBh 1.35, SSi 1.33, NAÞ 29, etc. Umâsvâmin’s tradition of TS enumerated only five
major types. The comprehensive viewpoint was divided into two subtypes, viz. selective
(deœa-parikšepin) and all-inclusive (sarva-parikšepin), even though Umâsvâti does not
explicate them further in TBh, whereas the verbal viewpoint was further subdivided into
three viewpoints (tiòòi sadda-nayâ): accurate (saôpai-sadda-naya, sâmprata-naya),
etymological (samabhirûðha) and factual (evaô-bhûya). See TS 1.34,35: /34/ naigamasaógraha-vyavahâra-rju-sûtra-œabdâ nayâÿ, /35/ âdya-œabdau dvi-tri-bhedau. (This is
according to the reading preserved in TBh 1.34–35). SSi 1.33 offers a varia lectio of TS:
naigama-saógraha-vyavahâra-rju-sûtra-œabda-samabhirûðhÎvam-bhûtâ nayâÿ.
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Table 2

A scheme rather similar to that of Table 2 is apparently followed also by TS in
view of the explicit mention (TS 1.34) of the group naigama-saógraha-vyavahârarju-sûtra appended by the uniform œabda subcategory, which is subdivided only in
the following aphorism of TS 1.35—this would correspond to œabda-dvâreòa
[pravåtta] of NAV.
Also TBh seems to share a similar model not only because of the absolute absence
of dravyârthika-naya and paryâyârthika-naya, but also because, in the introductory
part29, the viewpoints 5–7 are singled out by a special preliminary description of
their common feature under the head œabda (yathârthâbhidhânaô œabdam), and
because, in the four recapitulatory verses on p. 35.4–36.2, the stress is specifically
laid on the comprehensive œabda category30:
1. comprehensive (naigama)
2. collective (saógraha)
a. partially
inclusive
(deœa- 3. empirical (vyavahâra)
parikšepin)
4. direct (åju-sûtra)
b. all-inclusive (sarva-parikšepin)

5. verbal (œabda)
a. present (sâmprata)
b. etymological (samabhirûðha)
c. factual (evaô-bhûta)

Table 3

Let us have a closer look at the character of each of the viewpoints in order to
examine exact relationship between them.
The comprehensive viewpoint (naigama-naya) grasps a given phenomenon in a
most general way and takes recourse to a possibly most extensive, all-inclusive
context, which is referred to by a particular utterance. From the perspective of the
comprehensive viewpoint, what is taken into account is a complex of meanings and
connotations evoked by an utterance, irrespective of either distinctive features of
individuals or of constitutive characteristics representative of a given class: ‘Speech
elements that are expressed in inhabited localities (sc. colloquially) [have] their
29

TBh 1.35 (p. 32.13–17): nigamešu ye ’bhihitâÿ œabdâs tešâm arthaÿ œabdârthaparijñânaô ca deœa-samagra-grâhî naigamaÿ. arthânâô sarvÎka-deœa-saógrahaòaô
saógrahaÿ. laukika-sama upacâra-prâyo viståtârtho vyavahâraÿ. satâô sâmpratânâô
arthânâm abhidhâna-parijñânam åju-sûtraÿ. yathârthâbhidhânaô œabdam. nâmâdišu
prasiddha-pûrvâc chabdâd arthe pratyayaÿ sâmprataÿ. satsv arthešv asaôkramaÿ
samabhirûðhaÿ. vyañjanârthayor evaô-bhûta iti.
30
Esp. in verse 4cd (p. 36.2): vidyâd yathârtha-œabdaô viœešita-padaô tu œabdanayam / —‘One should understand the verbal viewpoint as [consisting of] words in
distinguished (sc. analysed) [meaning] in accordance with a speech element [denoting]
an object.’
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meaning; and the comprehension of [such a] meaning of speech elements [is what]
the comprehensive viewpoint, which grasps collectively partial [denotations of a
speech element, consists in].’31 Clearly, what is meant here is a colloquial,
unreflected usage of an unspecified reference, which comprises
i n d i s c r i m i n a t e l y both the particular and the universal: ‘When one says
“pot” what [is meant] is this particular substance (sc. thing) produced by the effort
[of a pot-maker], with a rounded, elongated neck [and] a rounded edge at the top [as
well as] with a spherical container below, [which is] suited for fetching and carrying
water etc., [and has been] finished off by secondary operations [like baking].
[Accordingly,] the comprehensive viewpoint [consists in] the comprehension
without [making] any distinction between such an individual [thing] furnished with
particular features or [things] belonging to its class.’32 Conspicuously, the category
of comprehensive viewpoint is absent from STP.
31

TBh 1.35 (p. 32.13–14): nigamešu ye ’bhihitâÿ œabdâs tešâm arthaÿ œabdârthaparijñânaô ca deœa-samagra-grâhî naigamaÿ.
32
TBh 1.35 (p. 33.9–12): ghaþa ity ukte yo ’sau cešþâbhinirvåtta ûrdhvakuòðalÛšþhâyata-våtta-grîvo ’dhastât parimaòðalo jalâdînâm âharaòa-dhâraòa-samartha
uttara-guòa-nirvartanânirvåtto dravya-viœešas tasminn ekasmin viœešavati taj-jâtîyešu vâ
sarvešv aviœešât parijñânaô naigama-nayaÿ. Cf. the exposition in the same spirit in
NAV 29.13 (p. 441), e.g.: tatrâpi ye paraspara-viœakalitau sâmânya-viœešâv icchanti tatsamudâya-rûpo naigamaÿ.—‘And out of these [four object-bound varieties], the
comprehensive [viewpoint] consists in an aggregate of such [outlooks] that consider
[jointly] the universal and the particular as being disconnected from each other;’ as well as
NAV 29.23 (p. 455): vyavahâro ’pi sarvaÿ pradhânôpasarjana-dvâreòa kathañcid
itarêtarâvinirluþhita-sâmânya-viœeša-sâdhya eva; na hi sâmânyaô doha-vâhâdi-kriyâyâm
upayujyate, viœešâòâm eva tatrôpayogân, nâpi viœešâ eva tat-kâriòaÿ, gotva-œûnyânâô
tešâô
våkšâdy-aviœišþatayâ
tat-karaòa-sâmarthyâbhâvât. …
tasmât
kathañcid
bhedâbhedinâv evÎtau, tad-anyatara-samarthakaÿ punar nirâlambanatvâd durnayatâô
svî-karotîti sthitam.—‘Also the whole everyday practice can only be effected [with regard
to] the universal and the particular, which are somehow mutually not detached, by means
of the main [import] and the subordinate [level], for neither the universal [alone] can be
employed in such actions like milking, carrying [commodities], etc., because only the
particulars are employed in these [actions], nor the particulars alone accomplish these
[actions] because these [particulars] void of [the universal] cow-ness would lack the
efficacy to accomplish these [actions], inasmuch as they would not be distinguished from
tress, etc. … Therefore, it is established that these two, [i.e. the universal and the
particulars], are somehow truly [both] different and not different from each other. [Such a
viewpoint], however, which corroborates [only] one of these [two, i.e. either the universal
or the particular], appropriates the status of a defective viewpoint, because [it is] void of
[any] objective substratum.’ See also RVâr 1.33 (p. 95.12 ff.): artha-saôkalpa-mâtra-
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The collective viewpoint (saógraha-naya) pertains cumulatively to a whole class
of individuals, which constitutes the denotation of a given utterance, and thereby it
forms a basis for any taxonomy. In fact, Umâsvâti defines it briefly as ‘the
synthesising of one facet out of all [possible facets] of things’33 and further
explicates: ‘The collective viewpoint [consists in] the comprehension of, [say,]
present, past and future pots, distinguished by the name and other [standpoints
(nikšepa)], whether with regard to one [individual] or to many [things belonging to
its class].’34 At first glance, one might consider the wording ekasmin vâ to refer to a
particular, but in fact the phrase ekasmin vâ bahušu vâ links the whole statement to
the previous section explaining the character of the comprehensive viewpoint and
the phrase: tasminn ekasmin viœešavati taj-jâtîyešu vâ sarvešv aviœešât.
Accordingly, the idea of the universal is indicated here in the phrase ‘present, past
and future pots’ (sâmpratâtîtânâgatešu ghaþešu). Akalaóka likewise explicitly refers
to the idea of the class, or the universal: ‘The collective viewpoint grasps everything
as a whole by referring to oneness without contradicting (viz. without relinquishing,
apracyavana) its own class.’35 In other words, the scope of the comprehensive
viewpoint (naigama-naya) is narrowed down by excluding the particular and laying
stress on the universal alone. 36

grâhî naigamaÿ. … tad yathâ: kaœcit pragåhya paraœuô purušaô gacchantam
abhisamîkšyâha ‘kim arthaô gacchati bhavân’ iti? sa tasmai âcašþe prasthârtham iti,
etc.—‘Comprehensive [viewpoint] grasps only the general idea of the purpose. … For
instance someone notices a man walking, who has taken an axe [with him], and asks: “For
what reason are you going, Sir”? He replies to him: “[I’m going] my way”,’ etc. Here in
RVâr, Akalaóka generally follows the examples taken from SSi 1.33.
33
TBh 1.35 (p. 32.14): arthânâô sarvÎka-deœa-saógrahaòaô saógrahaÿ.
34
TBh 1.35 (pp. 33.12–34.2): ekasmin vâ bahušu vâ nâmâdi-viœešitešu
sâmpratâtîtânâgatešu ghaþešu saôpratyayaÿ saógrahaÿ.
35
RVâr 1.33 (p. 95.12 ff.): sva-jâty-avirodhenÎkatvôpanayât samasta-grahaòaô
saógrahaÿ.
36
Cf. NAV 29.13 (p. 441): punaÿ kevalaô sâmânyaô vâñchanti tat-samûhasampâdyaÿ saógrahaÿ.—‘The collective [viewpoint], in its turn, is produced out of an
amassment of such [outlooks] that affirm solely the universal.’ See also NAV 29.23
(p. 462): tad-apalâpî kevala-sâmânya-pratišþhâpakaÿ kad-abhiprâyaÿ saógrahadurnaya-vyapadeœaô svî-kurute, viœešâpekšayÎva sâmânya-sthâpakasya saógrahanayatvâd iti.—‘[Such] a defective outlook which denies that [multifarious object and]
which determines the universal alone appropriates the designation of the defective
collective viewpoint because [only such a viewpoint which] determines the universal
precisely with regard to the particulars is the collective viewpoint [proper].’
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When only a particular specimen of the whole class of objects—that has
previously been defined from the perspective of the collective viewpoint—is
selected for practical purposes and directly referred to by an utterance, or becomes
an object of one’s action, we have an instance of the empirical viewpoint
(vyavahâra-naya). It is especially in early analyses that the commonplace aspect
(laukika) and the conventional practice prevalent among people (lokôpacâra) is said
to be emphasised in this case.37 Clearly, the point of reference is further limited38 to
such individual things, or elements of a class, that can become directly subject to
practical activity: ‘The empirical viewpoint consists in the comprehension of
precisely such [present, past and future things like pots, grasped by the collective
viewpoint,] comprehensible to common people and experts, [and] accessible to the
conventional practice just as they are gross objects.’39 This clearly nominalist
perspective reflects an aspect of speech commonly encountered in linguistic usage:
most frequently we refer to particular things, viz. to individuals, by means of
linguistic units of general denotation that correspond to respective classes: ‘The
empirical viewpoint [consists in] appropriating [a thing], which is preceded by
practical application [of the thing] from this [class of things embraced by the
collective viewpoint] (atas = etasmât).’40 Akalaóka proceeds to illustrate the rule:
‘When one admits that “[any] healing decoction is a medicine”, then— insofar as
the universal has the nature of the particular—[one knows] healing efficacy of a
particular fig etc. (i.e. one grasps [the universal] through the efficacy of the
particular).’41
However, a relevant statement of NAV 29, taken at its face value, seems to
contradict the contention that the scope of the empirical viewpoint is the particular:
37

TBh 1.35 (p. 32.15): laukika-sama upacâra-prâyo viståtârtho vyavahâraÿ.—‘The
empirical viewpoint has an extended meaning, similar to [the way] common people
[understand it], like in the conventional practice.’ Cf. TBh 1.35 (p. 35.9, verse 3cd):
lokôpacâra-niyataô vyavahâraô viståtaô vidyât / —‘One should understand the
empirical [viewpoint in an] extended [way] as confined to the conventional practice
[prevalent] among people.’
38
PALV 6.74 p. 54.11: saógraha-gåhîta-bhedako vyavahâraÿ.—‘The empirical
viewpoint differentiates what has been grasped [in a general way] by the collective
viewpoint.’
39
TBh 1.35 (p. 34.2–3): tešv eva laukika-parîkšaka-grâhyešûpacâra-gamyešu yathâsthûlârthešu saôpratyayo vyavahâraÿ.
40
RVâr 1.33 (p. 96.20): ato vidhi-pûrvakam avaharaòaô vyavahâraÿ.
41
RVâr 1.33 (p. 96.25–26): ‘kašâyo bhaišajyam’ ity ukte ca sâmânyasya
viœešâtmakatvân naiyagrodhâdi-viœeša-sâmarthyam (viœešasya sâmarthyena grahaòam).
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‘The empirical [viewpoint], on the other hand, is produced out of a complex of such
[outlooks] that intend an entity, like a pot, etc.—[when it] enters into people’s
everyday practice—in case of which [both] t h e u n i v e r s a l a n d t h e
particular, being of philosophic pertinence, are
d i s r e g a r d e d . ’42 The context for this statement is a discussion with the
Buddhist. What the term viœeša in this particular case is supposed to mean is ‘the
ultimate particular’, viz. the momentary, insubstantial entity (viœešâÿ paramâòulakšaòâÿ kšaòa-kšayiòaÿ). Clearly, the author differentiates here between
svalakšaòa (the ultimate individual) and vastu, or the real, non-momentary, gross
thing.43 Consequently, what constitutes the point of reference for the empirical
viewpoint also in NAV is indeed the particular understood as a real entity, that is
graspable in daily experience, that retains its individual character but at the same
time is made up of atoms, not the particular as a momentary, imperceptible atom:
‘Such a [real thing,] like a pot, etc., which lasts for some time, which possesses
grossness, which is instrumental to people’s everyday practice [and] which is
intended by you as really existing, is not accidental, but rather [it is] combined of
permanent infinitesimal atoms…’44 Thus, what is meant by laukika and
lokôpacâra in TBh (above p. 52, n. 37) clearly corresponds to yathâ loka-grâha (‘
just the way people take’, n. 43) and loka-vyavahâra-kâritva of NAV
42

NAV 29.13 (p. 441): ye punar anapekšita-œâstrîya-sâmânya-viœešaô lokavyavahâram avatarantaô ghaþâdikaô padârtham abhiprayanti tan-nicaya-janyo
vyavahâraÿ.
43
NAV 29.16 (p. 445): yathâ loka-grâham eva vastv astu … na hi sâmânyam anâdinidhanam ekaô saógrâhâbhimataô pramâòa-bhûmiÿ. … nâpi viœešâÿ paramâòulakšaòâÿ kšaòa-kšayiòaÿ pramâòa-gocaras, tathâ pravåtter abhâvât. tasmâd idam eva
nikhila-lokâbâdhitaô pramâòa-prasiddhaô kiyat-kâla-bhâvi-sthûratâm âbibhrâòam
udakâharaòâdy-artha-kriyâ-nirvartana-kšamaô ghaþâdikaô vastu-rûpaô pâramârthikam
astu.— ‘Let the real thing be exactly just the way people take [it] … For the universal—
with no beginning nor end, [numerically] one, considered by the collective
[viewpoint]—[does] not [constitute] the scope of a cognitive criterion … The
particulars—[which are] characterised by infinitesimal atoms [and which are] perishing
in a moment (sc. momentary)—[do] not [constitute] the domain of cognitive criterion,
either, because [they do] not occur in that manner. Therefore only this [what is] not
subverted by opinions prevalent among people, [what is] well-known due to cognitive
criterion, [what] possesses grossness lasting for some time, [what is] capable of
executing efficient action such as fetching water, etc., [and what] consists in the real
thing, like a pot, etc., must be ultimately real.’
44
NAV 29.25 (p. 463): yad idaô kiyat-kâla-bhâvi sthûratâm âbibhrâòaô lokavyavahâra-kâri ghaþâdikaô bhavatas tâttvikam abhipretaô tan nâkasmikaô…
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(‘accomplishing of the people’s everyday practice’, n. 44). Eventually, the
practical aspect means the feasibility, on the part of an object, to become the
object of human activity.
The last one in the quadruple classification of the ‘object-bound’ viewpoints that
‘operate by means of an object’ (artha-dvâreòa [pravåtta]) is the direct viewpoint
(åju-sûtra). It is defined as ‘the comprehension by way of the denotative acts
concerning the existent and present objects’45 and its province is the present point of
time46, viz. particular things that have already been pointed out by the empirical
viewpoint47, which are being perceived here and now. Accordingly, the direct
viewpoint narrows the point of reference down to the present manifestation of an
individual (vartamâna-kšaòa-vivarti-vastu), and puts aside its past and future facets
(atîtânagata-vakra-parityâga).48 At the same time, the direct viewpoint opens up—
according to the other tradition—the fourfold catalogue of mode-expressive
viewpoints (paryâyârthika-naya), or conditionally valid attributive predications,
which view things according to their transitory properties and modes and neglect
their incontrovertible substantial nature and existence as substrata of those
properties and modes. From such an angle, in this viewpoint, which ‘grasps pure
modes with regard to their antithesis (sc. substance)’49, the substantial and nonmomentary character of an entity is entirely ignored and merely its transient aspects
(generally the present moment) are taken into account: ‘it neglects previous[ly
mentioned] objects belonging to the three times [and] embraces the object belonging
to the present time.’50 Here, it is irrelevant which linguistic expressions we choose
to refer to one and the same individual.
45

TS 1.35 p. 32.15–16: satâô sâmpratânâm arthânâm abhidhâna-parijñânam åjusûtraÿ.
46
TS 1.35 p. 36.1, verse 4ab:
sâmprata-višaya-grâhakam åju-sûtra-nayaô samâsato vidyât /
47
TS 1.35 p. 34.3–4:
tešv [= vyavahåtešv] eva satsu sâmpratešu saôpratyaya åju-sûtraÿ.
48
NAV 29.17 (p. 446): tatra rju praguòam akuþilam atîtânagata-vakra-parityâgâd
vartamâna-kšaòa-vivarti-vastuno rûpaô sûtrayati nišþaókitaô darœayatîty åjusûtraÿ.—
‘In this case, the direct [viewpoint is explained as follows]: [it] draws out, [i.e.] plainly
demonstrates—directly, [i.e.] in a straight manner, [or] not crookedly, [viz.] by evading
past and future bends [of the real thing]—the form of the real thing, whose transient
occurrence [falls to] the present moment.’
49
PALV 6.74 p. 54.11–12: œuddha-paryâya-grâhî pratipakša-sâpekša åju-sûtraÿ.
50
RVâr 1.33 (p. 96.31): pûrvâôs tri-kâla-višayân atiœayya vartamâna-kâla-višayam
âdatte. Cf. NAV 29.26: tasmât tiro-hita-kšaòa-vivartam alakšita-paramâòu-vaiviktyaô
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The three remaining viewpoints operate on the speech level and, in addition,
analyse the verbal structure of an utterance, the domain for them being external
objects that are nameable within a strictly limited range of verbal expression. What
is common for the three varieties of the verbal viewpoint is declared (which in itself
is not a very revealing observation) by Umâsvâti to be ‘the denoting according to
the meaning.’51 The proper point of reference for the speech-bound viewpoints is
therefore the thing as it enters the linguistic practice. Accordingly, all they are about
is rather the Austinian how to do things with words, not how to do things with
things.52
vastu sarva-sâôvyavahârika-pramâòair gocarî-kriyata iti tat-tiras-kâra-dvâreòâdåšþakšaòa-kšayi-paramâòu-pratišþhâpako ’bhiprâya åjusûtra-durnaya-saôjñâm aœnute, tadupekšayÎva tad-darœakasya nayatvâd iti.—‘Therefore, the real thing becomes the
domain [of cognition] through all cognitive criteria, that are of importance in practical
life, as something whose momentary transient occurrences are ruled out (sc. neglected)
[and] in which the fact that it is differentiated into infinitesimal atoms is not [directly]
observable. Thus, the outlook that determines invisible infinitesimal atoms which perish
in a moment (sc. are momentary) by means of ruling out (sc. neglecting) this
[persistence] receives the denotation of a defective direct viewpoint, because [such an
outlook alone] which demonstrates these [momentary invisible infinitesimal atoms] only
by putting aside this [persistence] is the [direct] viewpoint [proper].’
51
TBh 1.35 (p. 32.16–17): yathârthâbhidhânaô œabdam.
52
The following passage of NAV 29.15 (p. 450) delineates the character of the three
verbal viewpoints: tasmân na paramârthato ’rthaÿ œabdâtirikto ’sty, upacârataÿ punar
laukikair aparyâlocita-paramârthair vyavahriyate. asâv apy aupacârikaÿ œabdâtmako
vârthaÿ pratikšaòa-bhaóguraÿ svî-kartavyo, varòânâô kšaòa-dhvaôsitâ-pratîteÿ … —
‘Consequently, on the level of the ultimate truth there is no [external] object in addition
to speech elements, whereas, metaphorically, [object] is used practically by common
people, who do not reflect upon the ultimate truth. Also this object, either the
metaphorical one or the one having speech element as its essence, should be held to be
momentary (lit. perishable at every moment), because phonemes are known to be
annihilated after a moment (sc. to be momentary) …’ As a matter of fact, the preceding
is incorporated in an account of a fallacious viewpoint (nayâbhâsa), nevertheless it is
quite an accurate description of how the verbal viewpoint operates, with the proviso that
the proper viewpoint (naya) does not deny the existence of an external object, but takes
the real thing and the word denoting it to point to each other: NAV 29: ato ’mî
œabdâdayo
yadêtarêtarâbhimata-œabdârthôpekšayâ
svâbhimataô
œabdârthaô
darœayanti, tadâ nayâs, tasyâpi tatra bhâvât.—‘Consequently, when these [viewpoints
like] the verbal [viewpoint], etc., demonstrate an object (denotatum) [denoted by a
particular] speech element, which is intended by a respective [viewpoint], putting aside
(sc. neglecting) [the fact that] object (denotatum) and [respective] speech elements are
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What the majority of Jaina epistemologists named simply the verbal viewpoint
(œabda-naya), Umâsvâti called the accurate (or: present) verbal viewpoint
(sâmprata-œabda-naya) and defined it as ‘the cognition of an object through a
speech element already well-known on [account of] such [categories like] name
etc.’53 and as ‘the comprehension of precisely those [objects, grasped by means of
the direct viewpoint, like] pots, that are present, that comprise one of [such
categories like] name etc. [and] that are already well-known’54. Two things in these
passages are conspicuous: the further diminishing of the scope (tešv eva) to present
(sâmpratešu) phenomena and the verbal reference. The verbal viewpoint (œabdanaya) was interpreted variously by the subsequent Jaina tradition, but one thing
remained common: the verbal point of reference and the role of verbal (or
grammatical) means of expression relevant for the interpretation.55 Applying the
verbal viewpoint is tantamount to the recognition of the prevalent linguistic
convention and to the overlooking of fine differentiation between meanings of
synonymical expressions, etc., that may go back to different derivation, grammatical
construction etc.: ‘the verbal [viewpoint] intends, as they say, by the force of
understanding, one object (denotatum) for all such linguistic units, like Indra,
Œakra, Purandara,56 etc., that are used—in accordance with the usage—to denote
intended by (sc. point to) each other, then they are [proper] viewpoints, because also this
[object (denotatum)] exists in (sc. is related to) these [speech elements].’
53
TBh 1.35 (p. 32.17): nâmâdišu prasiddha-pûrvâc chabdâd arthe pratyayaÿ
sâmprataÿ.
54
TBh 1.35 (p. 34.4–5): tešv eva sâmpratešu nâmâdînâm anyatama-grâhišu
prasiddha-pûrvakešu ghaþešu saôpratyayaÿ sâmprataÿ œabdaÿ.
55
Just to mention two Digambara opinions: SSi 1.33 (§ 246, p. 102): lióga-saôkhyâsâdhanâdi-vyabhicâra-nirvåtti-paraÿ œabda-nayaÿ. tatra lióga-vyabhicâraÿ: pušyas
târakâ nakšatram iti … —‘[The verbal viewpoint] aims at removing discrepancy [in
meaning] due to gender, number, case etc. Among these [various factors], the
discrepancy [among synonyms] due to gender is e.g.: pušyas (masc., “constellation”),
târakâ (fem., “cluster of stars”), nakšatram (n., “asterism”), etc.,’ and PALV 6.74
p. 54.12–13: kâla-kâraka-liógânâô bhedât œabdasya kathañcid artha-bheda-kathanaô
œabda-nayaÿ.—‘the verbal viewpoint speaks somehow of [various] differences between
meanings of [one and the same] speech element depending on difference in tense,
contributory factors [of an action] (semantic categories) and gender.’
56
The above series of various names of a Vedic god has surprisingly become the
standard sequence in Jaina literature. The idea may go back to Patañjali’s Vyâkaraòamahâ-bhâšya (MBhâ under sûtra 1.3.1, vol. II, p. 117): bahavo hi œabdâ ekârthâ
bhavanti. tad yathâ—indraÿ œakraÿ puruhûtaÿ puraôdaraÿ. kantu košþhaÿ kusûla iti.
ekaœ ca œabdo bahv-arthaÿ. tad yathâ—akšâÿ pâdâÿ mâšâ iti.
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[one and the same] specific object (denotatum).’57 As Akalaóka put it: ‘It primarily
overrides any difference [in meaning] due to gender, number, case etc.’58 In other
words, the users of the language agree upon a conventionally determined selection
of verbal expressions that denote a particular individual.
If one further limits the context of an utterance and draws a distinction among
synonyms which is based on their divergent derivation, viz. if one sticks to a
viewpoint which, ‘denies any equivalence among existing meanings’59, we have the
case of the etymological viewpoint (samabhirûðha-naya). Thus, two expressions,
for instance, ‘contemplation, speculation’ (vitarka) and ‘meditation, reflection’
(dhyâna), that are [generally] considered synonymous, may refer to different
phenomena in some particular contexts60. To cite another example (NAV 29),
although three epithets in an undiscriminating commonplace usage pertain to one
and the same god, nonetheless the name ‘Indra’ refers in fact to a divine sovereign,
the appellation ‘Œakra’ describes a being possessed of might and the epithet
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NAV 29.19 (p. 450): rûðhito yâvanto dhvanayaÿ kasmiôœcid arthe pravartante;
yathêndra-œakra-purandarâdayaÿ, tešâô sarvešâm apy ekam artham abhipraiti kila
pratîti-vaœâd. See also NAV 29.13 (p. 441): tathâ ye rûðhitaÿ œabdânâô pravåttiô
vâñchanti tan-nivaha-sâdhyaÿ œabda iti.—‘Similarly, the verbal [viewpoint] is
established by a collection of such [outlooks that] affirm that the usage of speech
elements [complies] with the linguistic convention;’ and NAV 29.27 (p. 471): tataœ ca
kvacid anapekšita-vyutpatti-nimittâ rûðhitaÿ pravartante …—‘And therefore, they are
used to denote certain [objects (denotata)] in accordance with the usage [when] the
factors [accountable for their] grammatical formation [are] disregarded…’
58
RVâr 1.33 (p. 98.12): sa ca lióga-saôkhyâ-sâdhanâdi-vyabhicâra-nivåtti-paraÿ.
59
TS 1.35 p. 32.18: satsv arthešv asaôkramaÿ samabhirûðhaÿ. See also NAV 29.13
(p. 441): ye tu vyutpattito dhvanînâô pravåttiô vâñchanti nânyathâ tad-vâra-janyaÿ
samabhirûðha iti.—‘Further, the etymological [viewpoint] is produced out of the
multitude of such [outlooks] that affirm that the usage of a linguistic units [complies]
with the grammatical formation, and not otherwise.’ and NAV 29.27 (p. 471): …kvacit
sâmânya-vyutpatti-sâpekšâÿ …—‘…[they are used to denote] certain [other objects
(denotata)] depending on the grammatical formation [based on] the universal…’
60
TS 1.35 (p. 34.5–6): tešâm eva sâmpratânâm [=arthânâm] adhyavasâyâsaôkramo
vitarka-dhyânavat samabhirûðhaÿ. Cf. JTBh 2.6: paryâya-bhede bhinnârthân
abhimanyate.—‘If there is any difference among synonyms, one means different
objects,’ as well as PALV 6.74 p. 54.14: paryâya-bhedât padârtha-nânârtha-nirûpakaô
samabhirûðhaÿ.—‘Due to the difference in synonyms, the etymological viewpoint
describes diverse objects [following diverse] meanings of words.’
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‘Purandara’ denotes a destroyer of strongholds etc., in the same manner as words
like ‘Indra’, ‘pot’ or ‘man’ have different denotata 61.
The issue is further elaborated by Pûjyapâda Devanandin (SSi 1.33 § 247, p. 103)
who takes the etymological viewpoint to deal, firstly, with homonyms: out of
several possible meanings of one and the same expression, in a given context we
select the meaning which is current and widely accepted in the society. For instance,
the word ‘go’ denotes a cow in accordance with the convention, even though it
might theoretically refer to any ‘walking creature’, as a derivative of Ögam, or
‘speech’, as a derivative of the root Ögai, etc. When differentiating between various
synonyms denoting a cow, we use the term ‘go’ of the derivation that corresponds to
popular usage62. Furthermore, what is crucial, this viewpoint forms a basis for
distinguishing among a range of synonyms in correspondence to their
etymologies.63 Thirdly, out of several meanings a word could hypothetically convey
in accordance with its etymology, only the well-known conventional meaning of an
expression is selected.64 Irrespective of minor interpretative differences, Pûjyapâda
Devanandin agrees that the etymological viewpoint distinguishes between meanings
on the basis of etymology or convention. 65
61

See NAV 29.20 (p. 451): paryâya-œabdâ vibhinnârthâÿ, prativibhakta-vyutpattinimittakatvâd, iha ye ye prativibhakta-vyutpatti-nimittakâs te te bhinnârthâÿ, yathêndraghaþa-puruša-œabdâ vibhinnârthâ[ÿ].—‘Speech elements that are synonyms have
different objects (denotata), because they have the factor [accountable] for their
grammatical formation individually (sc. in every individual case) distinct. In this world,
whatever [speech elements] have the factor [accountable] for their grammatical
formation individually distinct, they have [also] different objects (denotata), [for
instance such] speech elements like “Indra”, “pot”, “man” have different meanings.’
62
SSi 1.33 § 247, p. 103.4: gaur ity ayaô œabdo vâg-âdišv arthešu vartamânaÿ
paœâv abhirûðhaÿ.—‘The term “go” applicable to (lit. present in) [various] things such
as speech [derived from the root Ögai] is conventionally applied to an animal.’
63
SSi 1.33 § 247, p. 103.4–6: athavâ artha-gaty-arthaÿ œabda-prayogaÿ.
tatrÎkasyârthasyÎkena gatârthatvât paryâya-œabda-prayogo ’narthakaÿ. œabda-bhedaœ
ced asti artha-bhedenâpy avaœyaô bhavitavyam iti.—‘Or else, the use of words aims at
(sc. leads to) the understanding of the meaning. Since one meaning has its meaning
understood through [only] one word, the use of synonymous words is meaningless. If
there is difference in words, there must also be necessarily the difference in meaning.’
64
SSi 1.33 § 247, p. 103.77–8: athavâ yo yatrâbhirûðhaÿ sa tatra samety
abhimukhyenârohaòât samabhirûðhaÿ.
65
Cf. the exposition in the same spirit in TBV 1.3 (Naya-mîmâôsâ), p. 313.15–21:
eka-saôjñâ-samabhirohaòât samabhirûðhas tv âha—yathâ hi viruddha-liógâdi-yogâd
bhidyate vastu tathâ saôjñâ-bhedâd api. tathâ hi—saôjñâ-bhedaÿ prayojana-vaœât
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The factual viewpoint (evaô-bhûta, itthaô-bhâva) functions with reference to the
narrowest possible context in case of any expression. It lies down the rule according
to which, out of a series of synonyms, we select such a term in a given context
which describes its denotatum in the p r e s e n t state in the closest possible way,
for instance, the appellations ‘Indra’, ‘Œakra’ and ‘Purandara’ can be applied to the
god only when he either is actually displaying his sovereign authority (indana), or is
exhibiting his might (œakana) or is destroying a stronghold, respectively.66 In other
words, according to this viewpoint we may apply only such a term with regard to a
phenomenon which describes this phenomenon in its present condition most
adequately or the etymology or grammatical derivation of which corresponds most
closely to the present state of an object it refers to: ‘the factual [viewpoint] means
the grasping of the meaning mutually dependent on subtle momentary manifestation
[of an object] and the meaning [of the word denoting it, but] only [in case] of these
[present objects grasped by the etymological viewpoint]’ 67.

saóketa-kartåbhir vidhîyate na vyasanitayâ anyathâ anavasthâ-prasakteÿ tato yâvanto
vastunaÿ svâbhidhâyakâÿ œabdâs tâvanto ’rtha-bhedâÿ pratyarthaô œabda-niveœât
nÎkasyârthasyânekenâbhidhânaô yuktim iti ‘ghaþaÿ’ ‘kuþaÿ’ ‘kumbhaÿ’ iti vacanabhedâd bhinna evârthaÿ, kriyâ-œabdatvât vâ sarva-œabdânâô sarve ’py anvarthâ eva
vâcakâÿ tato ‘ghaþate’ ‘kuþite’ ‘kau bhâti’ iti ca kriyâ-lakšaòa-nimitta-bhedât
naimittikenâpy arthena bhinnena bhâvyam iti ‘ghaþaÿ’ ity ukte kutaÿ ‘kuþaÿ’ iti
pratipattiÿ tena tad-arthasyânabhihitatvât.
66
Cf. SSi 1.33 and NAV 29. Similarly, the word ‘go’ (as the derivative of Ögam)
may be used—in consonance with the factual viewpoint—with reference to a cow only
when the animal is actually walking.
67
TS 1.35 p. 34.6–7: tešâm eva [=sâmpratânâm arthânâm] vyañjanârthayor
anyonyâpekšârtha-grâhitvam evaô-bhûta iti. In the same spirit TS 1.35 p. 32.18:
vyañjanârthayor evaô-bhûta iti.—‘The factual viewpoint [refers] to the momentary
manifestation [of an object] and to the meaning [of the word denoting it];’ and
NAV 29.13 (p. 442): ye tu vartamâna-kâla-bhâvi-vyutpatti-nimittam adhikåtya
œabdâÿ pravartante nânyathêti manyante tat-saógha-ghaþitaÿ khalv evaô-bhûta iti.—
‘The factual [viewpoint], however, as one should realise, is combined out of a
conglomeration of [outlooks that] maintain that speech elements function by taking
account of the factor [accountable] for the grammatical formation [and] existing in the
present point of time, not otherwise;’ as well as NAV 29.27 (p. 471): …kvacit tatkâla-varti-vyutpatti-nimittâpekšayêti.—‘…[they are used to denote] certain [other
objects (denotata)] depending on the factors [accountable for their] grammatical
formation that occur at their [point of] time (sc. when the speech elements are
uttered).’
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These seven conditionally valid viewpoints are boldly maintained by
Siddharšigaòi to exhaust all possibilities of the predicating of an object and to make
use of all conceivable optional perspectives an object could be viewed from: ‘Thus,
it has been established in the above manner that these [seven viewpoints listed
above] collect together all [possible] outlooks, because there is not any other
alternative referring to the real thing that does not count among this septuplet of the
viewpoints.’68 It is emphasised by the Jainas that contradictions involved in this
theory are only apparent,69 in so far as each of the utterances has a different point of
reference. What is significant is that not some abstract, eternal sentences are dealt
with in the method of conditionally valid predications, but particular concrete
utterances pronounced in a particular situation.
Even though only the seven-staged method of description is as a rule mentioned,
the Jainas admitted a theoretical possibility of infinite number of thinkable
viewpoints. Some instances, which are usually not mentioned in secondary
literature, are to be found, e.g., in the Tattvârthâdhigama-bhâšya itself. While
discussing the nature of liberated beings (siddha), Umâsvâti avails himself of two
viewpoints, which he contrasts with each other, viz. the one revealing the previous
existence (pûrva-bhâva-prajñâpanîya-naya), during which the particular liberated
being destroyed the bondage of transmigration, and the other one revealing the
present existence (pratyutpanna-bhâva-prajñâpanîya-naya), viz. the condition of
being emancipated70. Here two different perspectives are assumed with respect to
time, and one could easily add another viewpoint predicating a property or a
condition of a being in next existence (*uttara-bhâva-prajñâpanîya-naya).
Naturally, Umâsvâti does not do that with regard to liberated beings, for the
liberated being is beyond any contingencies and dependencies, also temporal, and
any discussion of the future existence in this particular case does not apply.
However, in the commentary on the same sûtra the author does speak about other
properties of a liberated being, taking the viewpoint of ‘the existence directly
68

NAV 29.13 (p. 441): tad evaô na kaœcid vikalpo ’sti vastu-gocaro yo ’tra nayasaptake nântar-yâtîti sarvâbhiprâya-saógrâhakâ ete iti sthitam.
69
TS 1.35 p. 38.3–4, verse 5:
iti naya-vâdâœ citrâÿ kvacid viruddhâ ivâtha ca viœuddhâÿ /
laukika-višayâtîtâs tattva-jñânârtham adhigamyâÿ // —
—‘Such are the variegated expositions [by means] of conditionally valid
predications, that seem contradictory with regard to something (sc. one thing),
nevertheless they are subtle, transcend the province of common people [and] should be
understood in order to know the truth.’
70
TBh 10.7.
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preceding the moment of liberation’ (anantara-paœcât-kåta-gatika-naya) and the
viewpoint of ‘the last but one rebirth before the liberation’ (ekântara-paœcât-kåtagatika-naya). Other instances are to be found in the Âgamas.
What is conspicuous in this method of description by way of applying seven
conditionally valid predications is the gradual limitation of the context: from the
most general one, viz. the comprehensive viewpoint (naigama), down to the most
specialised, context-restricted factual and qualified viewpoint (evaô-bhûta) of
narrowest extension. At the same time the informative contents gradually and
cumulatively increases from the most undistinguished and ‘contextless’ naigama
viewpoint to the most circumstantial and semantics-laden evaô-bhûta viewpoint
with most complex point of reference. Thus every subsequent viewpoint is directly
related to the one preceding it and it represents a further restriction of the point of
reference. This hierarchical arrangement is apparent from the expressions used by
various authors that explicitly indicate that the extension of successive viewpoints is
included in that of their antecedents.71 This twofold subordinating relation is stated
by Akalaóka: ‘There is [such] an arrangement of these [viewpoints] because each
and every subsequent [viewpoint] has more and more refined scope and is grounded
in every preceding [viewpoint].’72 The same idea, viz. that every subsequent
viewpoint is hierarchically related to the preceding one, is expressed by many other
Jaina authors including Mallišeòa 73 and Yaœovijaya74.
These findings are crucial for any further analysis of the logical structure of the
doctrine of viewpoints (naya-vâda). They also help us to evaluate such
misconstrued conjectures that rest on the alleged presence of contradiction
embedded in the naya-structure or claims, such as that of PANDEY’s (1984), that all
nayas can bee assigned the third truth-value I (indeterminate) of £ukasiewicz’s
three-valued system S3.

71

E.g. in TBh 1.35 (tešv eva, tešv eva satsu, tešv eva sâmpratešu, tešâm eva tešâm
eva sâmpratânâm, etc.) or RVâr 1.33 (p. 95 ff.): 1. (naigama as most general): arthasaôkalpa-mâtra, 3. (vyavahâra as included in saógraha): atas = etasmât, saógrahagåhîta-bhedakaÿ, etc.
72
RVâr 1.33 (p. 99.17): uttarôttara-sûkšma-višayatvâd ešâô kramaÿ pûrva-pûrvahetukatvâc ca.
73
SVM 28.204–213 (p. 167.9–18).
74
JTBh 2 § 9, p. 14.1 ff.
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In75 view of the multiplex character of all phenomena and due to limitations of
verbal means of expression at our disposal, it is a practical impossibility to express
the homogeneous ‘whole truth’ about an object. Even though we may be aware of
many other features and circumstances thanks to cognitive criteria (pramâòa), we
refer to any object or situation by way of an arbitrarily selected set of features which
distinguish it from all other objects or phenomena in a particular situation in
compliance with our practical demands.76 How such various modes of reference
operate is precisely what the naya-theory attempts to formalise. The general,
pramâòa-based knowledge of an object is thus a prerequisite for any naya-based
reference to the same object. 77
Since every statement is uttered in a particular situation, its does communicate
truth as long as we keep in mind its particular context. In other words the relation
between a statement and its referent is not a one-to-one relation of the sort
‘utterance to truth-value’, e.g. ‘the relation characterised by the association of the
denotatum and the denoter’ (vâcya-vâcaka-bhâva-lakšaòa-sambandha). As a matter
of fact, we are forced to use incomplete statements that are correctly understood by
others, provided we are able to apply them to their particular context. Since the
process of interpretation is not a simple binary function (utterance → truth-value), a
simple statement ‘Devadatta is’ can trivially be either true or false depending on the
context.78 Siddharšigaòi explicitly states that to determine the truth-value of an
utterance we have to take into account at least the intention of the speaker and the
linguistic convention,79 beside the denoter-denotatum relation. Thus, the simple
relation ‘utterance–truth-value’ is intermediated by a range of additional parameters.
Altogether the Jainas distinguish seven major parameters, or interpretative factors,
comprised within the consistent scheme of the nayas (see p. 58 and n. 68). For the
75

For the sake of completeness, on the subsequent pages I shall very briefly
recapitulate the findings of a detailed logical analysis in BALCEROWICZ (2001b).
76
NAV 29.10 (p. 438): tasya višayo gocaro mato ’bhipreta eka-deœenânityatvâdidharma-lakšaòena viœišþaÿ para-rûpebhyo vibhinno ’rthaÿ prameya-rûpaô .
77
NAV 29.10 (p. 438): pramâòa-pravåtter uttara-kâla-bhâvî parâmarœa[ÿ].—
‘[Viewpoint is] the reflection which arises in the point of time posterior to the operation
of cognitive criterion.’
78
NAV 29.28 (p. 472): yathâneka-puruša-sampûròe sadasi dvârâdau sthitasya kim
atra devadattaÿ samasti nâstîti vâ dolâyamâna-buddheÿ kenacid abhidhîyate—yathâ
devadatto ’stîti.
79
NAV 29.28 (p. 473): … tad-vyavacchedâbhiprâyeòa prastuta-vâkya-prayogât,
prayoktr-abhiprâyâdi-sâpekšatayÎva dhvaneÿ svârtha-pratipâdana-sâmarthyât, and
NAÞ 29 ad loc.: prayoktr-abhiprâyâdîti. âdi-œabdât saóketâd-grahaÿ.
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sake of simplicity, we can subsume all such parameters, or context-indicators, under
an index as follows:
utterance
o

index1–7

o

o

truth-value

No utterance is simply either true or false. In order to ascertain its truth-value one
has to ascribe it to its specific viewpoint type, that supplies the contextual
information which is lacking. In this model all meaningful context-indicators
(intermediary parameters) are comprised under the index i. The utterance yields
truth or falsehood depending on the adequate interpretation of its context which is
determined by means of indexation.
Accordingly, we have the following model of the context-based interpretation I of
the utterances a, b, g… that belong to a class F of formulas:
I = < D, I, A >
In the model, D is the domain of admissible interpretations, i.e. a class of
conceivable individuals denotable by the utterances a, b, g … ; I is a class of
indices i, or context-indicators; A comprises i-indexed classes of actual denotata.
The truth-value of any i-interpreted utterance a depends on the a c t u a l
context represented by indices, or nayas, of the class I in the interpretation I , and
the paradigm index comprises the following co-ordinates:
i = < c, a, t, l, e, s >
In the formula, the variable c designates the subsets of meanings belonging to the
general class C∈D of all possible denotata of utterances a, b, g… The variable a is
an element of the class C (viz. a particular individual of the class C ). The variable t
is the point of time of reference (usually the present moment of ‘now’, which is
steadily changing along the time axis). The variable l is the prevalent linguistic
convention in accordance with which utterances a, b, g… are pronounced and
understood. The variable e indicates etymology and other verbal means of expression,
such as prevalent convention, relevant for the proper understanding both of apparent
synonyms a, b, g… and of the difference between them based on etymology etc.
The variable s stands for the present status of the individual that is the denotatum of
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a, b, g…; in other words, s refers to present condition in which the referent
a c t u a l l y manifests the quality by which it is being referred to by a, b, g…
In this hierarchical model every subsequent viewpoint introduces a new indexical
co-ordinate; the only exception being the first naya, the comprehensive viewpoint
(naigama), in the case of which the context-defining parameters remain
indeterminate and the interpretation is open 80:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

the comprehensive (naigama) : i = < >
the collective (saógraha) : i = < c >
the empirical (vyavahâra) : i = < c, a >
the direct (åju-sûtra) : i = < c, a, t >
the verbal (œabda) : i = < c, a, t, l >
the etymological (samabhirûðha) : i = < c, a, t, l, e >
the factual (evaô-bhûta) : i = < c, a, t, l, e, s >

Thus, the truth-value of the utterance a is not simply ||a|| = 1 for truth or ||a|| = 0
for falsity, but rather ||a||Ii = 1 or ||a||Ii = 0, in so far as the utterance a is by necessity
always understood according to the interpretation I at a particular point of
reference i. Accordingly, the domain D of possible interpretations of the utterances
a, b, g ∈ F is mapped onto the class A of actual denotata via the context delimited
by i∈I.
That is why one may consistently express both ‘Devadatta is’ and ‘Devadatta is
not,’ or ‘hedgehog is’ and ‘hedgehog is not’ in one breath without involving any
contradiction. What one actually expresses is not a ∧ ¬a, but rather, for instance,
aIi 1 ∧ ¬aIi 4 (‘There are hedgehogs in the world, but there is no hedgehog here and
now’) , or aIi 3 ∧ ¬aIi 7 (‘I have a pet hedgehog but it is not a hog that is presently in
the hedge’), etc.
Thus, at least as far as the theory of the nayas is concerned, the claim of multifaceted reality (anekânta) not only does not involve any contradiction but it also
does not necessitate any admission of multi-valued logic and can be understood
with the classical interpretation of the law of non-contradiction or the law of the
excluded middle.

80

This ‘contextlessness’ (the empty contents of i = < > ) of the naigama-naya may
be the reason why Siddhasena Divâkara in his STP does not include the comprehensive
viewpoint (naigama) in his classification of the nayas at all.
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